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A NEW GENERATION OF INTELLIGENT MOTORS

TAKE CONTROL
OF YOUR
FIXED SPEED
MOTORS

PRODUCT: Integra Motor Controllers
Available from BEST Partners worldwide.

INDUSTRIAL ENERGY SAVING > INDUSTRIAL ENERGY

INDUSTRIAL ENERGY
REDUCTION
...from the UK’s foremost experts.
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INDUSTRIAL ENERGY SAVING > WHO IS IT FOR?

THE PROBLEM?

Granulators

If you use electric motors, you can profit from Integra.

The problem
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Energy can be a significant component cost in the
production of most products we purchase. Indeed, some 65%
of all energy in industry is consumed by AC induction motors.
Approximately 10% of all these motors are operating in
applications that require variable speed conditions.
Injection
However, the vast majority needs to operate at a
Moulding
single or fixed-speed.
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Installing a variable speed drive onto a fixed speed
application is a bad idea. It can increase the running cost
by a much as 6-8%.
The loading on a motor during the typical duty cycle can fluctuate
dramatically, ranging from 0-100%. While there is a measure of
reactance within the motor windings, the motor has no way of
intelligently adjusting the amount of power it consumes in relation
to the job of work it does. Wasted energy is converted to heat,
vibration and noise.

“BY REDUCING A
MOTOR’S RUNNING
TEMPERATURE BY
10°C, YOU INCREASE
ITS LIFE BY 50%”

INDUSTRIAL ENERGY SAVING > OUR ANSWER

THE SOLUTION
The solution
Integra is actually not one product, but a ‘family’ of products.
They are intelligent controllers for fixed-speed motors, suitable
for almost any motor size and application - with an extensive
range of special application pre-sets and adjustable controls.
Integra combines world leading soft start, intelligent load
monitoring, energy optimisation and controlled stopping in a
smartly designed, easy to install and competitively priced unit.
In effect; Integra electronically ‘re-sizes’ the motor to both its
application and load cycle every 10 milliseconds. Integra is
perfect for fixed speed applications because motor rpm is
maintained at all times. Integra can also be configured to turn
off the motor when no load is detected.
Integra can extend motor life, reduce maintenance costs and
save a fortune in the process. Payback is normally achieved
within two years, sometimes just a few months.

“A MOTOR’S INITIAL PURCHASE PRICE
REPRESENTS ONLY 2% OF ITS TOTAL
LIFETIME COST. A MOTOR’S POWER USAGE
REPRESENTS ALMOST 98% OF ITS TOTAL
LIFETIME COST.
FOCUSSING ON ENERGY EFFICIENCY WILL DO
MORE THAN PROTECT THE EARTH’S CLIMATE;
IT WILL MAKE BUSINESS AND CONSUMERS
RICHER.”
Rocky Mountain Institute
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INDUSTRIAL ENERGY SAVING > THE BREAKDOWN

HOW IT WORKS
Intelligent cruise control for motors

Integra Explained
Cruise control on a car will intelligently adjust the
amount of power being produced by the engine
in order to maintain a fixed speed. Integra can do
the same for your motors and save 10% - 40%.
It achieves this by converting the motor into its
own load sensor to ensure that it uses the exact
amount of energy required to do the job of work at
any instant in time, no more – no less!

In effect Integra ensures that the motor runs at
optimum efficiency throughout the load cycle by
constantly monitoring and controlling torque. This
means that the full load capability of the motor is
never compromised. The motor can still draw full
power when required in 50th of a second but a
t
partial loads, particularly below 50%, significant
savings can be achieved. Integra is perfect for
fixed speed applications with variable loads
because the exact synchronous speed of motor is
maintained at all times.

“EXTREMELY
PROFESSIONAL
RIGHT THROUGH TO
THE HANDOVER”

Installation: Granulator

INDUSTRIAL ENERGY SAVING > WHAT YOU GAIN

THE BENEFITS
1

Increased contactor life & drive train
components.
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Smooth acceleration without the
torque transients.
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Preventing dips in supply when
starting larger motors.
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Improved power factor at all load
cycles means reduction in kVA

Allowing you to attach more
equipment to a single s
 upply.
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Reduces the KVA KW and KVAR as
well as increasing the PF through
the loading cycle

Reducing the worrying threat of peak
demand penalties.
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Up to 40% energy savings and a
payback period of typically less
than 2 years.
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Installation: Plastic Injection Moulding Machine

Installation: Mechanical Power Press
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INDUSTRIAL ENERGY SAVING > WHO IS USING INTEGRA?

WHO IS IT FOR?
We provide ultra-smart, clean technologies designed to
reduce energy spend and carbon footprint.
On our journey over the last two decades, we are delighted
to have provided intelligent control solutions for many
forward thinking organisations around the globe.

International
Portfolio
We’re proud to
have worked
with some of
the world’s
largest and
most influencial
corporations.

